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Background: Fibers have been used in cement mixture to improve its toughness, ductility,

and tensile strength, and to enhance the cracking and deformation characteristics of

concrete structural members. The addition of fibers into conventional reinforced concrete

can enhance the structural and functional performances of safety-related concrete struc-

tures in nuclear power plants.

Methods: The effects of steel and polyamide fibers on the shear resisting capacity of a

prestressed concrete containment vessel (PCCV) were investigated in this study. For a

comparative evaluation between the shear performances of structural walls constructed

with conventional concrete, steel fiber reinforced concrete, and polyamide fiber reinforced

concrete, cyclic tests for wall specimens were conducted and hysteretic models were

derived.

Results: The shear resisting capacity of a PCCV constructed with fiber reinforced concrete

can be improved considerably. When steel fiber reinforced concrete contains hooked steel

fibers in a volume fraction of 1.0%, the maximum lateral displacement of a PCCV can be

improved by > 50%, in comparison with that of a conventional PCCV. When polyamide fiber

reinforced concrete contains polyamide fibers in a volume fraction of 1.5%, the maximum

lateral displacement of a PCCV can be enhanced by ~40%. In particular, the energy dissi-

pation capacity in a fiber reinforced PCCV can be enhanced by > 200%.

Conclusion: The addition of fibers into conventional concrete increases the ductility and

energy dissipation of wall structures significantly. Fibers can be effectively used to improve

the structural performance of a PCCV subjected to strong ground motions. Steel fibers are

more effective in enhancing the shear performance of a PCCV than polyamide fibers.
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1. Introduction

Large inertia forces caused by strong ground motions create

membrane shear forces in the cylinder wall of concrete

containment vessels. Shear resistance of the vessels can be

developed by interface shear transfer across the cracks, which

is influenced by various parameters such as the initial crack

width, amount of reinforcing restraint, and aggregate size [1].

Shear capacity increases as the initial crack width decreases,

and the slip decreases as the transverse reinforcement in-

creases [2]. The use of fibers is effective in resisting shear

forces in concrete structures [3e6]. Fibers can provide equal

resistance to stresses in all directions because they are

randomly distributed throughout the concrete volume at a

relatively small spacing. In addition, fibers increase the

resistance to crack formation and propagation, and thus

reduce crack width and length.

The addition of fibers into plain concrete enhances the

shear strength and ductility of reinforced concrete (RC) mem-

bers, leading to a change in failure mode from a brittle shear

failure to a ductile flexural failure [7]. RC members generally

show a rapid deterioration in shear resisting mechanisms

under a reversed cyclic load [8]. However, the use of high-

performance fiber reinforced cement composites provides

excellent damage tolerance under large displacement re-

versals, compared with regular concrete [9]. Steel fiber rein-

forced concrete (SFRC) is mostly applied in the field of

industrial floor and tunnel constructions, but nowadays it is

suggested as a partial stirrup in RC beams or punching rein-

forcement in plates, or even as a complete substitution of

conventional steel reinforcements in flat slab construction [10].

The shear behavior of structural walls using fiber rein-

forced concrete (FRC) was investigated in a limited number of

studies. Parra-Montesinos and Kim [11] evaluated the use of

high-performance fiber reinforced cement composites in two

low-rise structural walls under displacement reversals. In

their investigation, two types of fibers were used: a 1.5% vol-

ume fraction of ultrahigh-molecular-weight polyethylene fi-

bers and a 2.0% volume fraction of hooked steel fibers.

Experimental results indicated that the use of high-

performance fiber reinforced cement composite materials in

lightly reinforced low-rise walls represents a viable alterna-

tive for ensuring adequate behavior during seismic events.

Polyethylene fibers in a 1.5% volume fraction were more

effective than hooked steel fibers in a 2.0% volume fraction in

terms of reducing crack spacing and width. However, there

was no significant difference in the overall hysteretic

response of the wall specimens. Carrillo et al [12] showed that

SFRC walls can exhibit a seismic performance comparable to

that of conventionally reinforced walls in terms of strength

and deformation capacities. More diagonal cracks of smaller

width were observed as the fiber dosage was increased, and a

better uniform distribution of web cracking was shown as the

aspect ratio of the fiber increased.

Previous experimental investigations indicate that the use

of fibers in conventional concrete can enhance the shear

resistance of prestressed concrete containment vessels

(PCCVs) in nuclear power plants. This study evaluates the

shear resisting capacity of PCCV constructed using SFRC or

polyamide fiber reinforced concrete (PFRC). For a comparative

evaluation of the shear capacity of structural walls con-

structed using conventional concrete or FRC, cyclic tests for

the wall specimens were conducted. Hysteretic models were

derived from the test results and were used as part of a

pushover analysis of the PCCVs.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental program for shear walls

Two types of fibers were used for cyclic shear tests: steel and

polyamide fibers. Steel fibers have been most widely used in

FRC applications because steel is highly compatible with

cement composites. Polyamide fibers (often called nylon fi-

bers) are known to have an excellent resistance to moisture,

alkalis, and chemical environments. This experimental study

investigated the shear response of structural walls con-

structed using conventional RC, reinforced-SFRC (R-SFRC),

and reinforced-PFRC (R-PFRC) under reversed cyclic loads.

2.2. Test specimens

In a PCCV model subjected to lateral force at the level of the

spring line, a through-wall failure around the circumference

of the cylinder wall occurs at about a quarter of the overall

wall height from the basemat [13,14]. The failure mode is

defined as concrete cracking, rebar yielding, loss of bond be-

tween concrete and rebar, and through-thickness cracking of

the cylinder wall. A major failure mode is the shear failure at

the junction of the cylinder wall and basemat.

Fig. 1 shows hoop and vertical reinforcing bars in the sec-

tion of the cylinder wall at a quarter of the wall height from

the basemat. The rebar is placed in one layer in each direction

on each face. Based on the wall reinforcements, the di-

mensions and reinforcement details of the test specimens

were determined, as shown in Fig. 2. The specimen consists of

the following three parts: (1) the loading beam, which trans-

fers the loads into the wall; (2) the wall, which models the

lower part of a cylinder wall of the PCCV; and (3) the footing,

which anchors the specimen to a strong floor.

All of the reinforcing bars had a nominal yield strength of

400 MPa. Vertical and horizontal reinforcement ratios provided

in the wall of the specimens were determined by considering

the reinforcement details for the PCCV wall section.

2.3. Concrete mix proportions

Concrete mixes with a compressive strength of 42 MPa are

given in Table 1 for plain and FRC. To evaluate the effect of

fibers on the shear response, equivalentmix proportions were

used for plain concrete and SFRC, except for the proportions of

water-reducing agents and fibers. A 1.0% volume fraction of

hooked-end steel fibers was added for SFRC, whereas a 1.5%

volume fraction of straight polyamide fibers was used for

PFRC. Steel and polyamide fibers used for FRC are shown in

Fig. 3 and their properties are listed in Table 2.
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